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Why are mini events 
important, and why 
should you put in so 
much effort into 
them?



FOR THE 
HACKERS

● It brings the hackers 
together and get a 
chance to meet 
outside of hacking 

● Gives the hacker a 
chance to detox/ 
take a break

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0ByRuZepvr6_RWnEwdjctWWltVkE/preview


FOR THE 
ORGANIZERS

● Team building skills

● Allows organizers to 
destress, too



Mini events are light and fun. They bring all hackers together. 

BUT you can’t just come up with any mini event, you have to come up 
with a memorable mini event



A memorable mini event can’t 
just be well organized: it has to 

be unique and fun and stick 
with hacker after they leave



WHAT HOSTING A MEMORABLE MINI EVENT WILL DO

Marketing

It’ll add personality to your hackathon

It’ll bring the hacker back next time, 
and bring their friends, too.



We can help you plan a good AND 
memorable mini event!



WHERE TO START?
Brainstorming

Be creative

Get inspiration from other hackathons

Don’t be afraid to ask people outside of your team

It’s okay to start off with other mini events you’ve seen



TYPES OF EVENTS: COMPETITIVE/ATHLETIC
Events that get people moving

○ Hamster ball / bubble soccer 
○ Hungry hungry hippos
○ Sports 



TYPES OF EVENTS: INTELLECTUAL
Events that make people think or is about knowing something 

○ Trivia 
○ Family Feud
○ Jeopardy



TYPES OF EVENTS:
COMMUNITY
Events that are just about 
doing something together 

○ Salsa dancing/ any 
kind of fun dancing

○ Food decorating 
○ Arts and craft like 

activities
○ Yoga



Every mini event has a different feel

Competitive events or events where you 
have teams gets everyone really excited. 

Community events create a friendly and 
super chill environment.



Pair up and come up with an idea for a mini event.

It can be something you’ve always wanted to try. Something you’ve seen 
done at another hackathon and liked.

For the workshop, if you can’t think of anything, use a mini event you’ve 
seen done at your own hackathon



Now find another pair and form a group. You will now be a team.

As a team, decide on only one mini event.

Feel free to argue and make any points for or against an idea



Criterias Possible
Points Point Distribution Guide Points 

Given

How Unique is 
the event?

5 1- You’ve heard of it a lot before, very common
3- You’ve seen it/ heard of it once or a few times
5- You’ve never seen/ heard about it at another hackathon before

Hacker 
Compatibility

15 1- little to no hackers want to participate and/or interested. Less than 30% 
of hackers.
7- you’re not sure if enough people will be interested  40% to                       
60% of hackers
15- Most hackers would want to participate  70% -100% of hackers

Agreement 
amongst team 

10 1- Everyone thinks it’s a bad idea and thinks you shouldn’t do it
5- Some people agree, while others have a lot of doubt
10- Everyone thinks it’s a great and thinks you should go full speed 
ahead with the idea

How 
expensive will 
it be?

5 1- Over budget/ Really excessive and cutting into the general budget
3- You have the money for it, right at your budget
5- Very low budget and/or free

Scheduling 
and space

5 1- Event can’t be rescheduled for another time, and can’t be moved to 
another space
3- It’s not easy to reschedule or move around, but it can be done
5- Event can be rescheduled easily and has very little space restriction

Total Points  
___/40



HOW UNIQUE IS THE IDEA? (5 pts)
● By unique, we mean “one 

of a kind”
● Opposing to common 

events such as Smash Bros
● You want to be creative
● When it comes to being 

creative, be careful not to 
go overboard. 



Criterias Possible
Points Point Distribution Guide Points 

Given

How Unique 
is the event?

5 1- You’ve heard of it a lot before, very common
3- You’ve seen it/ heard of it once or a few times
5- You’ve never seen/ heard about it at another 
hackathon before

Total Points  
___/40



HACKER COMPATIBILITY (15 pts)
● Hackers are diverse

● You can change the logistics of your event idea to be more 
inviting

● Compatibility accounts for the hackers who CAN participate 
(according to their skill level and talents) and want to participate 
in the event

● 10% attendance rate (out of all the hackers at your event) is pretty 
good



Criterias Possible
Points Point Distribution Guide Points 

Given

Hacker 
Compatibility

15 1- little to no hackers would be interested. Less than 
30% of hackers.
7- you’re not sure if enough people would be interested. 
40% to 60% of hackers
15- Most hackers would be interested  70% -100% of 
hackers



AGREEMENT AMONGST TEAM (10 pts)
● Even if you’re in charge of mini events, it’s important to have your team 

and director agree 
● Remember as organizers, you have to understand how much work will go 

into planning and running the event. 
○ Is there trash involved? 
○ Will you need extra volunteers to run the event? 
○ Will it be really messy? 
○ Is there time between the hackathon and now that you can get 

materials? 
○ Is there time to reach out to the the right people and services? 



Criterias Possible
Points Point Distribution Guide Points 

Given

Agreement 
amongst team 

10 1- Everyone thinks it’s a bad idea and thinks you 
shouldn’t do it
5- Some people agree, while others have a lot of 
doubt
10- Everyone thinks it’s a great and thinks you 
should go full speed ahead with the idea



HOW EXPENSIVE WILL IT BE? (10 pts)
○ Depending on your mini event, you have to decide if the cost of 

resources will be worth it, hacker wise.  How much will the hacker get out 
of the event? 

○ Renting vs. Paying. One option may be cheaper than the other, but there 
are a lot of factors
■ When buying physical things, you’ll probably need somewhere to 

store them. Make sure you have the space available to store them 
later 

In this case, let’s pretend our budget is $150



Criterias Possible
Points Point Distribution Guide Points 

Given

How 
expensive will 
it be?

5 1- Over budget/ Really excessive and cutting into the 
general budget
3- You have the money for it, right at your budget
5- Very low budget and/or free



SCHEDULING

○ Make sure not to plan too many events

○ Be sure to coordinate with workshops

○ Be sure to coordinate your mini-events with MLH events.

○ Be sure that you schedule the needed space ahead of time

○ Have a backup plan



SPACE
○ Get a rough estimate of how many hackers will join the event
○ Consider how much space and what kind of surface you need 

depending on your activity 
■ Make sure that the space is sufficient for safety reasons

○ Be sure to check the space’s availability and reserve it well ahead 
of time  



Criterias Possible
Points Point Distribution Guide Points 

Given

Scheduling 
and space

5 1- Event can’t be rescheduled for another time, and 
can’t be moved to another space
3- It’s not easy to reschedule or move around, but it 
can be done
5- Event can be rescheduled easily and has very little 
space restriction



Criterias Possible
Points Point Distribution Guide Points 

Given

How Unique is 
the event?

5 1- You’ve heard of it a lot before, very common
3- You’ve seen it/ heard of it once or a few times
5- You’ve never seen/ heard about it at another hackathon before

Hacker 
Compatibility

15 1- little to no hackers want to participate and/or interested. Less than 30% 
of hackers.
7- you’re not sure if enough people will be interested  40% to                       
60% of hackers
15- Most hackers would want to participate  70% -100% of hackers

Agreement 
amongst team 

10 1- Everyone thinks it’s a bad idea and thinks you shouldn’t do it
5- Some people agree, while others have a lot of doubt
10- Everyone thinks it’s a great and thinks you should go full speed 
ahead with the idea

How 
expensive will 
it be?

5 1- Over budget/ Really excessive and cutting into the general budget
3- You have the money for it, right at your budget
5- Very low budget and/or free

Scheduling 
and space

5 1- Event can’t be rescheduled for another time, and can’t be moved to 
another space
3- It’s not easy to reschedule or move around, but it can be done
5- Event can be rescheduled easily and has very little space restriction

Total Points  
___/40



DO’s and DONT’s



DO’S AND DON’TS
● DO have a capacity limit for each event

○ DON’T let too many people sign up - this will cause you to go over your 
time limit 

● DO test runs of your event beforehand to get a sense of time
○ DON’T try your event for the first time

● DO set firm ground rules for the events and make sure everyone can hear 
and understand them

● DO have a backup plan because sometimes things get moved around the 
schedule 
○ DON’T assume everything will go according to plan 



SCORE TIME!
Add up your points and see what your final score is

32-40: Super awesome mini event. You should totally, completely do it.

24-31: You could do it 

<23: Go through the rubric and see if you can improve your score. If 
nothing works, ask yourself, is this mini event really something you should 
do?



Look back the categories, and see if you can improve your score 
anywhere.



How Unique is the Event?

● Ask for other people’s perspectives

Hacker Compatibility 

● See if you can change around rules to be more inclusive

Agreement Amongst Team

● Don’t be afraid to debate and try to convince others it’s a good/bad idea



How Expensive Will It Be?

● Can you eliminate any costs? Substitute materials for anything cheaper?

Scheduling and Space

● Think of worst case scenarios 



If your score falls flat in hacker compatibility, agreement amongst team, 
and how expensive will it be, then you should reevaluate your choice of 

mini event.



Thanks for planning with us!

 Happy Organizing!


